**ISIS Update**

ISIS seizes crucial territory in Syria, continues to fight for gains in Syria

By Mackenzie Murphy

ISIS militants have seized Abu Ghraib, the outer suburbs of Baghdad, only eight miles from the Baghdad International Airport. In spite of U.S. airstrikes around regions of ISIS control, the organization has made extensive gains against the Iraqi forces to continue the main opposition against ISIS.

An Iraqi officer confirmed that the militants are helping to clear a battle zone around the city, where 40,000 troops are assigned to protect the larger Baghdad area. However, critics are skeptical of the army’s effectiveness after last month’s fall of Mosul and the army’s turbulent history of corruption.

Meanwhile in Syria, Kurdish forces held off ISIS militants in Kobani. The US has joined the conflict, and more than 200,000 civilians have been killed. The Kurds say they have recaptured 95% of the city.

"The city is in danger," said Faizal Shami, a Kurdish activist in Kobani controlled by CNN News. The UN says to over 3,000 people have been killed in the fighting. According to NBC News, the UN has delivered 500 tons of food to the area.

The UN says that while ISIS has been 섬성 (seized) by the Kurdish government, the conflict is far from over. Estimates show that ISIS controlled the region for less than a year.

More than 100,000 refugees from Kobani have fled to Turkey since the outbreak of the conflict. In September, thousands of refugees have fled to Turkey to avoid the fighting. The UN has warned that without proper aid, more than 100,000 people could die in the next few weeks.

"Our lives are in danger," said Hiba Salih, a Syrian refugee. "We have nothing to eat and no place to stay."
Aquinas Farm Markets in Current Economies

On Monday, October 17 from 2:00-5:00 PM in the Wege Ballroom, various farmers will present their markets and the challenges and opportunities associated with being a market vendor. The joint effort is being coordinated by the Aquinas Community Garden and Grand Rapids. This edition focuses on locally grown and made food products.

Aquinas: Art Prize Winners Announced

The University of the Arts' Art Prize competition was announced Friday at the Gillis Theatre. The competition prizes and resident artist residencies worth $4,000 each were called "Interactions", which were judged by artists Alan Feltus and Julia Maxwell, curator of the University of the Arts. The competition shared the juried grand prize with artist Sonya Clark of "The Hair Craft Project."

National: Michigan Toddler Dies of Enterovirus Dei

A Michigan toddler dies as a result of the virus seen for the first time in the state this year. The disease, known as enterovirus D68, has had more than two months and infects an estimated 10 to 15 million children in other countries across the world, all of which is old. The left time frame are we, including the middle of the enterovirus season.

Director of the project meets with students who wish to make their stories known. These meetings are being coordinated with the Aquinas community. The group has already made contact with the Naivasha and Morukweni children and cartoon stories (which are all either written or draw to change the privacy of childish stories performed on stage. Once the performance is complete, this event and the director meets with the students again, which may be used for the following school year and include and list project and statistics on each story. The last past years, the Jane Doe Project has not been close to home.

The Jane Doe Project, a collection of stories told throughout the world, bring powerful issues that may hit close to home. Registered nurses in the fiction of the audienc for students who express their voice. The stories told today, no one should be able to tell the importance of the show. The Jane Doe Project is not only the stories of abuse and assault experienced by Aquinas students, but also staff both past and present. Every year, the director of the project meets with students who wish to make their stories known. These meetings are being coordinated with the Aquinas community. The group has already made contact with the Naivasha and Morukweni children and cartoon stories.
Grand Rapids Aerial Tactic

The Grand Rapids Community welcomes a young breakdancing troupe with high hopes and even higher ambition.

By Yasmeen Ahmed
News Editor

The Grand Rapids community is filled with a second generation immigrant population. Children whose parents reside here but know little English and have limited resources to provide their children with education and more. The Grandville Avenue of Arts and Humanities (GAAH) strives to make it easier for a neighborhood within the southwest community of Grand Rapids to provide the necessary resources for the underserved children. They give children of all ages the opportunity to get help with school work and be involved in different types of arts. When they get to a certain age they are given the opportunity to choose what type of art they would like to continue specializing in, and a few years ago a particular group of boys decided they wanted to specialize in break dancing.

They began a dancing crew with the help of Brian Urbane, who has been dancing for five years himself and goes by the dance name of Randolph. Brian has been their loyal instructor for a year and a half. The crew they named Aerial Tactic consists of six boys ranging from 10-15 years old.

Randolph, who has a few years ago, has become more active since he started breakdancing. Now he has been break dancing for a year and he enjoys coming to practice and being part of a team. The boys all say that they wake up every morning ready to practice because they want to improve, they constantly build off of each other and compete with one another to be better.

The healthy competition and family atmosphere has changed their lives so much some of them even agree to build it as a career in different forms. The Grandville Avenue of Arts and Humanities inspire kids to begin fulfilling an art from a young age so they may find a life-changing and lingering activity and passion in Aerial Tactic. If you missed them at Homecoming on campus, be sure to stay tuned for their next appearance in the community.

By Tom Doffing
The Student Reporter

Big news from the world of food: Food burger King has bought Tim Hortons.

Yes, it is true, the burger tycoon has bought the much loved coffee and donut shop. Will every Burger King have a Tim Hortons’ attached to it? Will Tim Hortons’ have whopper flavored coffee? Hopefully yes. Though some will argue that Burger King only purchased them to avoid tax issues. Only time will tell if they will bring their coffee and donut offering to all of their stores.

Aerial Tactic: The young breakdancing troupe in achieving their dream through dance.
Blake Lively and Ryan Reynolds, for most beautiful baby ever born; an Amen?); People on Yik Yak, for making racist and homophobic remarks while staying anonymous; Midterms, for standing between us and the right to care for women, men, and young people, of these claims make an attempt to "discredit" certain types of paperwork. What it boils down to is this:

When did "pro-choice" become "pro-abortion?"

By Mackenzie Murphy

The Saint Reporter

If everything Planned Parenthood said was true, you would think that because of the weather they were not able to get away from these protesters. Simply put, I feel comfortable stating that Aquinas thinks of all of its students as someone who identify with Planned Parenthood is "to educate, care for women, men, and young people, a couple reasons. First, they're kids and cause they need to be educated if they people through one big general lens seem very counter-productive. For example, take sex-ed classes are kids and need to be educated if they, "We believe that people of research methodologies that attempt to "discredit" certain types of anti-Planned Parenthood message. More and more, I'm sure how the term could possibly be misconstrued, but it's happening, and more and more, it seems very counter-productive. For example, take sex-ed classes are kids and need to be educated if they the atomic bomb and the legislators of humanity is that we are all doing something, and the individual."

If you type in "Millenials are..." into the search bar, you will find the following suggestions: lazy, drinking a lot of wine, and who are absol-...
Bless me Father

Dear Partier,

If you truly care about your roommate and want to help him, to help my roommate. He has a very serious situation. I have a huge crush on a girl but she thinks I'm a player so she cannot dispute taste. There is also a resemblance between movies that are arranged to premier in July of 2016.

One person's terrorist is another person's freedom fighter. The audience is, in fact, a form of terrorism. Do you have any good ideas or personal resources might be Drs. Pilkington and Margo (Carrie Coon), does not know what he was thinking. She is cold, methodical, and hell-bent on revenge, willing to kill anyone who gets in her way; and she was thinking. The turning point occurs for the audience points at which their marriage began to fail. "It's how you react and relate to it."

"Brandon's role as Petit and the other role of toe audience points at which their marriage began to fail. The only clue being a broken glass-topped table in the living room. (Rosamund Pike), nowhere to be found. The cast consisted of seven members, yet there were over seven characters in the film. Some Brandon Lawson talk onthead oad to resemble quite a different character.

Emcompassing a wide spectrum of music: Flying Lotus' music caters to the needs of many. It’s how you react and relate to it."

Gibson: Cameron Diaz rumored to be engaged to Benji Madden.

Drive across pouse, and modelbo Douglas and Cameron Diaz, as has the movie "You're Dead!" been spotted wearing a diamond engagement ring on her left hand. The movie "You're Dead!" has been rumored to arrive since April, when pictures Diaz and Madden were seen together. Are congratulations in order? "{Xoxo Gossip Girl."

"Barbie: The Platinum Barbie," by artist Elaine Blanc, presented Blonde Barbie in the Disney Channel on Thanksgiving, Saturday. October 1st at the PCO gym, and was already at the top of the charts. Shortly after that, another Barbie was, according to the Daily Free Press, that "Vertigo" alone was not enough for any woman. Today the most beautiful woman is Barbie.
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The Retinery: a refined sophomore album

Prominent author to appear at Writer’s Series

By Abigail Racine
Culture Editor

Moore was “excited that people are going to be able to enjoy a great story with a purpose. We’ve found someone who so closely relates to our school culture,” she said.

The Retinery (on the third floor of the Wege Hall), which has been present on campus, will be making the stopgap of the two new series.

“It’s dynamic and fun to be here,” Moore said. “I’ve gotten a lot of feedback from the audience and I think they enjoy it. I’m excited to see what happens next.”

The album kicks off with the catchy “Better than Before,” the first single released from the album. You will find yourself singing along with this catchy tune as you are listening to it.

Weber earnestly has proved that he is more than a cookie cutter pop singer, placing soul over structure. His vocals are clear and strong, and his harmonies are excellent.

The show consists of still photographs from the artist’s ArtPrize 2012 entry, which was present at the opening ceremony, said the newer project for her. She said that her weekend is ope­ned-end long-term projects, and that the show is a companionship to better newer project project.

Robertson, who was pres­ent at the opening ceremony, said the show is a companionship to better newer project project.

The fourth project, Identity Process: “Edie Leaves Twice,” is also the title of her latest book. Robertson said she has been work­ing on this book for the last year and that this project is her effort to make it the perfect album to lis­ten to.

The Refinery is a rock band formed in 2012 by Kelli Gullen and Libby Gullen.

The album opens with the energetic “All Need Someone.”

By Abigail Racine
Culture Editor

This is hard for me to write.
I was a third grade teacher. I had known him for 4 years as a third grade teacher. I used to think about his future and what he would become.

I found out the worst possible way: I received an email from the principal. I was devastated.

I didn’t know what to do. I didn’t know how to talk to the class. I didn’t know what to say.

From initial glance The Cottage Bar & Restaurant offers wood-fired brick oven pizzas, but there is a lot more to this place. A true gem.

The Cottage Bar and Restaurant deserves its long-lasting success in the community.

The Cottage Bar and Restaurant was located at 155 Logan Ave SE, and was one of the top restaurants in the area. The bar is known for its delicious pizzas, burgers, and sandwiches.

After the first bite, it was apparent that this was not merely a meal, but an experience. The staff was friendly and attentive, and the food was delicious.

From initial glance the Cottage Bar & Restaurant is the perfect place to go for a casual dinner or a night out.

The musicians sang their hearts out, and the audience was in awe. The energy was electric, and the music was fantastic.

Cameron Michael Arnold was the first child of Kelli and Mike Arnold. His parents are very proud of him and his achievements.

I’ll be riding the wind and reading vibrations. As long as I wander, I’ll be riding the wind. When the wind and reading vibrations blow, you’ll find me out there.
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Michigan had a good start to their season over the weekend. With the losses and very high ticket prices, another possible reason for the low attendance is the high price of tickets. The department has resorted to ticket sales being low this year. Student leaders and athletic department revised the 2014 policy for this year's season but may have to go even further. A 95% of students dropped their tickets. With the losses and very high ticket prices, another possible reason for the low attendance is the high price of tickets. The department has resorted to ticket sales being low this year. Student leaders and athletic department revised the 2014 policy for this year's season but may have to go even further. A 95% of students dropped their tickets.
**Senior Jon Malecke leading on and off the field**

By Nate Harmon
Staff Writer

After the first round of playoffs, the Detroit Tigers have unfortunately been unable to win the championship. After losing to the San Francisco Giants on October 16, they have given up hope for the season.

The Tigers did end up being first in the American League Central Division, but that didn’t last long as the first basemen was traded in the winter, leaving the Tigers needing a replacement. In the winter, Anibal Sanchez was traded to the Boston Red Sox for a minor league player. On the other hand, Porcello (pitcher), David Price (pitcher), and J.D. Martinez (outfielder) are all up for arbitration. What matters is that each player and the Tigers organization will negotiate to come to an agreement.

Former teammates, Max Scherzer, Victor Martinez, Justin Upton, and Phil Cuzzi are all free agents who may not return to the team. Each of these players has made a statement on the matter.

After the two Championship series conclude, the World Series will take place and a champion will be crowned. Detroit is looking forward to this exciting time.

The Tigers are looking forward to 2015 with a new manager and the hope that they will finally win the World Series. With a 93-69 record, the Tigers were solid throughout the season. They still have a lot of work to do in order to win the World Series, but they are not giving up.

**Detroit Tigers & the end of the season**

By Nate Harmon
Staff Writer

As the end of the season approaches, the Detroit Tigers have unfortunately been unable to win the championship. After losing to the San Francisco Giants on October 16, they have given up hope for the season.

The Tigers did end up being first in the American League Central Division, but that didn’t last long as the first basemen was traded in the winter, leaving the Tigers needing a replacement. In the winter, Anibal Sanchez was traded to the Boston Red Sox for a minor league player. On the other hand, Porcello (pitcher), David Price (pitcher), and J.D. Martinez (outfielder) are all up for arbitration. What matters is that each player and the Tigers organization will negotiate to come to an agreement.

Former teammates, Max Scherzer, Victor Martinez, Justin Upton, and Phil Cuzzi are all free agents who may not return to the team. Each of these players has made a statement on the matter.

After the two Championship series conclude, the World Series will take place and a champion will be crowned. Detroit is looking forward to this exciting time.

The Tigers are looking forward to 2015 with a new manager and the hope that they will finally win the World Series. With a 93-69 record, the Tigers were solid throughout the season. They still have a lot of work to do in order to win the World Series, but they are not giving up.